
Night Night, Groot
A Marvel Storybook for Bedtime

Get ready for bed with Baby Groot in this heartwarming and fun storybook!
Perfect for young Marvel fans and anyone who loves a good story before
bed, Night Night, Groot follows Baby Groot as he gets ready for bed. With
beautiful illustrations and a simple, lyrical text, this book is sure to become
a bedtime favorite.

The Story
Night Night, Groot is a simple story that follows Baby Groot as he gets
ready for bed. The story begins as Baby Groot is playing in the garden
when he starts to get sleepy. He yawns and rubs his eyes, and his friends
start to sing him a lullaby. Baby Groot then gets ready for bed, taking a
bath, brushing his teeth, and putting on his pajamas. After he is all ready,
Baby Groot gets into bed and falls asleep.
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The Illustrations
The illustrations in Night Night, Groot are beautiful and charming. The
artist, Jef Czekaj, has captured Baby Groot's personality perfectly, and the
illustrations are full of fun and detail. The colors are bright and vibrant, and
the overall look of the book is very appealing to young children.

The Text
The text in Night Night, Groot is simple and lyrical. The words flow easily off
the page, and the rhythm of the story is perfect for reading aloud. The text
is also full of fun and playful language, which will appeal to young children.

The Overall Experience
Night Night, Groot is a heartwarming and fun storybook that is perfect for
bedtime. The illustrations are beautiful, the text is simple and lyrical, and
the overall experience is one that young children will love. This book is sure
to become a bedtime favorite for years to come.

Additional Information
* Night Night, Groot is written by Drew Brockington and illustrated by Jef
Czekaj. * The book was published by Marvel Press in 2021. * The book is
available in hardcover and paperback. * The book is 32 pages long. * The
book is recommended for ages 3-7.

If you are looking for a fun and heartwarming bedtime storybook, then Night
Night, Groot is the perfect book for you. This book is sure to become a
bedtime favorite for years to come.
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